
Japan Today
ROGER BUCKLEY
This introductory survey of contemporary Japan studies the development of
the nation's postwar political system and the immense economic advances
achieved while maintaining social and cultural stability. The changes in
Japan's international position are also examined, as the nation re-assessed
its foreign and defence policies. Hard covers £15.00 net

Paperback £8.50 net

Indian Business and
Nationalist Politics 1931-39
The Indigenous Capitalist Class and the Rise of the Congress Party
CLAUDE MARKOVITS
This book analyses the response of India's most important indigenous
businessmen to the growth of political nationalism during a critical period in
Indian politics. Dr Markovits surveys the changing relationship between
Congress and businessmen as the Congress party began its rise to political
dominance and Indian 'big business' strengthened its economic position.
Cambridge South Asian Studies 33 £22.50 net

Canal irrigation in
British India
Perspectives on Technological Change in a Peasant Economy
IAN STONE
The first full-scale study of the qualitative and quantitative effects on local
economies of the extensive irrigation schemes introduced during the time of
the British Raj. Focusing on western Uttar Pradesh in the nineteenth century
Dr Stone examines the response of the peasant economy to this
technological change. £30.00 net

Cambridge South Asian Studies 29

Caste, Conflict and Ideology
Mahatma Jotirao Phule and Low Caste Protest in Nineteenth-century
Western India
ROSALIND O'HANLON
The nineteenth century saw the beginning of a violent movement of protest
among western India's low and untouchable castes, aimed at changing their
status within the Hindu caste hierarchy. This study concentrates on the first
leader and ideologist of this movement, Mahatma Jotirao Phule, and views
the structures of power as they appeared 'from beneath'. £30.00 net
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Revolution Postponed
Women in Contemporary China

Margery Wolf. The Communist revolution promised Chinese women
an end to thousands of years of subjugation, an equality with men
in all matters legal, political, social, and economic. This book exam-
ines the extent to which this promise has been kept. Based on nearly
a year of field research and interviews with over 300 women in six
widely separated rural and urban areas, it gives us a vivid picture of
Chinese women today—their daily lives, their views of the present,
their hopes for the future. The women interviewed are allowed to
speak for themselves, and though some take refuge behind govern-
ment slogans and others are shy or wary, a surprising number are
quick to give their own opinions despite an ever-present govern-
ment cadre. These opinions, combined with the author's astute
observations on their local and national context, add up to a wholly
new perspective on an all too familiar problem. $21.95

A Dictionary of
Official Titles in Imperial China

Charles O. Hucker. Premodern Chinese documents contain a great
number and variety of official titles important to an understanding
of traditional Chinese government but often elusive in meaning and
significance. Marking a milestone in Chinese studies, this ency-
clopedic work translates and defines more than 8,000 personal titles
and institutional names spanning the period from antiquity to the
mid-i9th century. Arranged alphabetically by Wade-Giles romaniza-
tions, basic entries include Chinese characters and a suggested
English translation; most go on to supply historical and compara-
tive information. The Introduction presents a dynasty-by-dynasty
account of China's governmental structure, and the work concludes
with indexes to both English renderings and Chinese charac-
ters and a conversion table from Pinyin to Wade-Giles. $49.50
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The Saga of Dazai Osamu
A Critical Study with Translations

Phyllis I. Lyons. In Japan, Dazai Osamu (1909-1948) is one of the most
famous of all modern writers, known both for his literature and his
tumultuous life, which included expulsion from a wealthy family,
complicated involvements with women, and several suicide at-
tempts. Able to transform the events of his catastrophic life into
deceptively simple and emotionally intense stories, Dazai made his
own pain and confusion intimate to the experience of his readers.
This book not only examines Dazai's life and some of the psycholog-
ical problems that haunted him, but studies his many autobiograph-
ical stories and novels, which are seen as one long, continuing
narrative. Included are award-winning translations of five of Dazai's
most moving short stories and the celebrated nonfiction novel,
Tsugaru, about Dazai's return to his childhood home. $38.50

The Cassava Economy
of Java

Walter P. Falcon, William O. Jones, Scott R. Pearson, and Others.
The world's cheapest source of food calories and the staple food of 400
million people in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, cassava has an
especially important place in the food system of Java, one of the
most densely populated and poorest regions of the world. This
study seeks to determine whether increases in cassava production
are technically and economically feasible, and, if so, whether in-
creased production might improve food security in Indonesia. Al-
though the volume focuses on Java, it has much broader applica-
tions. It illustrates the insights that can be obtained from analyzing
a complete commodity system; it gives empirical meaning to global
interdependence, since much of Java's cassava economy is condi-
tioned by animal feed demand in the EEC; and it contributes sub-
stantially to the meager research on cassava. $38.50
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PUBLICATIONS FROM THE UNITED NATIONS

ECONOMIC
PUBLICATIONS
WORLD ECONOMIC SURVEY 1984
Current trends in the World Economy.
Gives the growth in the world economy
and current policy stances, international
trade and payments, adjustment and
international capital flows to developing
countries.
E.84.II.C.1 $12.00

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SURVEY OF ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Contains the survey of world economy, major constraints on regional
progress, the economic and social survey of South Asia, South-east Asia,
South Pacific island countries, China, Iran, Hong Kong, the Republic of
Korea and Japan.

E.84.II.F.1 $18.00

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF LATIN AMERICA
This publication views trends in the Latin American economy such as
inflation, trade, output, external finance and foreign trade, plus the
economic evolution of the individual countries.

E.83.II.G.2 $42.00

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF EUROPE (Issued annually since 1948)
The Survey is an internationally recognised economic report. It ranks
among the most highly regarded analyses of economic trends and
provides an outlook for the future. Covering a wide range of research, it
records the changing patterns of trade and output in Europe and North
America.
An important part of the annual Survey is dedicated to a review of recent
economic developments in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. In this
field it is the most authoritative source of internationally comparable
information. The Survey is also one of the principal sources on East-West
trade developments.

E.84.II.E.1 $35.00

Catalogue of our international Publications
available free upon request

UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS
Room DC2-853, New York, N.Y. 10017

Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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